IACC Workshop Proposal Form

Please fill out all fields. Changes cannot be made once the form has been submitted. Please note that only electronic versions submitted via the online form will be accepted. Once you have submitted your proposal, you will receive an email confirmation containing a copy of your submission.

Please note that all questions marked with an asterisk (*) are mandatory.

Part 1: WORKSHOP FORMAT

What workshop format is requested? Tick one only*
- [ ] Interactive Circle
  This is a fishbowl-style, interactive set up. Conversation and debate with the audience is encouraged; lengthy presentations and PowerPoints are discouraged.
- [ ] Panel Debate
  This is a traditional panel set up, with a table at the front of the room facing the audience. Fewer presentations and more discussion is ideal. Good moderation is key; welcoming questions from the audience is essential.

Design tips:
- Provide clear follow-up actions.
- Incorporate a diversity of gender, sector, race, geographic and other perspectives among panellists or contributors, including people with direct community-level experiences of corruption.
- Consider:
  - including a call for action.
  - addressing how to scale up investment in solutions.
  - what insights new or younger voices might offer.
  - how to involve business in the solutions.

Part 2: WORKSHOP COORDINATOR

The workshop coordinator will be the only point of contact during the planning of the workshop from now until the event. Being a workshop coordinator means you are directly responsible for communicating timelines, procedures etc with your workshop speakers.

Please confirm that you are the workshop coordinator:*  □

Email address:* ____________________________________________________________

Name:* ____________________________________________________________
Position & Organisation:* _______________________________________

Is your participation confirmed for this workshop ?:*  □ Yes    □ No

Do you need to secure a visa for entry to enter the US?  □ Yes    □ No    □ Don’t Know

Have you attended an IACC before?:*  □ Yes    □ No

If yes which IACC?:* ___________________________________________

Short Bio:
Max 1000 characters

If you tweet or blog, include the details here and we will follow!
___________________________________________________________

Part 3: WORKSHOP THEMATIC FOCUS

Workshop Title (Creative titles are welcome!)*

To which of the following Global Challenges or special tracks does this workshop belong? (Tick 1 box only) Please review https://iaccseries.org/20th-iacc/agenda/theme-agenda-tracks/ for details on the themes below.

□ Uprooting corruption: Global security demands a global response

□ Defending the defenders: Those who uncover the truth and stand against corruption and violations of human rights

□ Building the path towards a fair and sustainable future

□ Overcoming corruption in the race against the climate crisis

□ Ending criminal networks, dark markets and cross-border crimes

□ Fighting greed, kleptocrats, oligarchs and cracking down on money laundering and the enablers

□ Special “In Focus” Track: The future of the fight against corruption
Or would you like to propose a solution to a different corruption challenge?
Go ahead!

Describe your workshop and what is new about it (please include the aims and objectives)*
Max 800 words

Briefly outline the corruption angle (Why is this topic relevant to the fight against corruption?)*
Max 300 words

Who is your target audience?
Max 150 words

What is the envisaged impact and how will you follow up?*
Max 150 words

Part 4: WORKSHOP EXPERTS
Please fill in the details of the team you’re planning to build for this workshop.

MODERATOR or FACILITATOR*

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: __________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
☐ Yes  ☐ No
Email address: ____________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
☐ Yes     ☐ No    ☐ Don’t Know

Short Bio: If your moderator likes to tweet or blog, include the details here and we will follow!
Max 150 words

RAPPORTEUR (PERSON CAPTURING KEY INSIGHTS, MESSAGES & ACTION POINTS)*
Note! The Rapporteur’s workshop report will be published under the author’s name and actively published though various channels.

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: ________________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
☐ Yes     ☐ No

Email address: ____________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
☐ Yes     ☐ No    ☐ Don’t Know

Through what channels will you publish and publicise the workshop report?
________________________________________________________

EXPERT #1*

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: ________________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
☐ Yes     ☐ No

Topic of discussion:
_____________________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
☐ Yes     ☐ No    ☐ Don’t Know
EXPERT #2*

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: ____________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
□ Yes  □ No

Topic of discussion:
___________________________________________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
□ Yes  □ No  □ Don’t Know

EXPERT #3*

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: ____________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
□ Yes  □ No

Topic of discussion:
___________________________________________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
□ Yes  □ No  □ Don’t Know

EXPERT #4 (optional)

Name: ____________________________________________

Position & Organisation: ____________________________

Is their participation confirmed for this workshop?
□ Yes  □ No

Topic of discussion:
___________________________________________________________________________

Do they need to secure a visa to enter the US?
□ Yes  □ No  □ Don’t Know
Part 5: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

COMMENTS or ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

Anything else you’d like to share with us?
Max 1000 characters

FUNDING SOURCES:

Funding Sources:

__________________________________________________________

Do you have funding for travel and accommodation for US?
☐ Yes    ☐ No

If not, how will the necessary funding be secured?

__________________________________________________________

Has this proposal been prepared with all invited participants?
☐ Yes    ☐ No

If not, please specify who has prepared the proposal:

__________________________________________________________

The call for workshop proposals is open until 15 August 2022